City News.

BISHOP ISIDOR LAYS CORNER STONE

Bishop Isidor attended a most interesting and
significant ceremony.

LARGE ASSEMBLAGE WITNESSES THE EVENT

Impressive Procession Follows the Bishop and Assembly Departs From the Old Church Foundation Stone of New Church St. John the Evangelist Is Laid.

And impressive procession ended in the closing of the ceremonies. The Bishop, accompanied by the clergy of the church, proceeded to the church and there the cornerstone was laid.

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

NEITHER GETS AGENT

Sheriff's Department

Judge Replied: "Nothing was found of the Great Northern."

OFFICERS OF THE GREAT NORTHERN RECEIVED NO REPORT OF THE SUSPICIOUS BOX.

Sheriff's Department.

Tells Men Not to Be Ashamed of Faith

Judge Replied: "Nothing was found of the Great Northern."

ARCHITECTS: VITAL SOLIDARITY

Sheriff's Department.

The finest winter breakfast dish—

Brookfield Farm Sausage

Made from choicest selected pork ham trimmings—wrapped in white parchment paper and packed in one-pound cartons.

Swift & Company.

FLOWER SHOW WILL OPEN THIS AFTERNOON

The Blue-Ribbon Flower Show, which opened this afternoon,

FEMALE MASTERS OF CEREMONIES

The Blue-Ribbon Flower Show, which opened this afternoon, included a display of flowers from all over the country, as well as a large collection of rare and unusual plants. There were also several exhibits of horticultural equipment and garden tools.

FASTIDIO.

It is generally believed that there is no remedy for rheumatism.

WHY DESPAIR

Rheumatism.

In all climates, these conditions have been known to exist. The latest cure for these conditions is the use of electrical currents.

MATT J. JOHNSON 6088

OUR GUARANTEE

We guarantee that those who use our remedies will be entirely cured.

NEW YORK IN THE HANDS OF DEMONSTRATIVE WOMAN

The women of New York have demonstrated their ability to achieve their objectives through peaceful means.

BOYD DETERMINED NOT TO BE OUSTED

The Boyd family, which has been in the business of growing and cultivating orchards for many years, has decided to continue its operation.

GERMAN AMERICANS HAVE A FEAST DAY

The Thanksgiving Day celebration, which is observed by the German Americans, is a traditional event that honors their heritage.

ECLIPSE HIT THE BAR

Abar, the popular bar in the city, has been hit by the eclipse.

KING AND EMPEROR ATTENDING CHURCH

The King and Emperor, who are attending church this morning, are expected to give a speech on the occasion.

THE GREATEST DISCOVERY OF THE YEAR

A new discovery has been made in the field of science.

MRS. D. C. SHEPARD DEAD

She was the wife of the veteran railroad builder.

WAS THE WIFE OF THE VETERAN RAILROAD BUILDER

She was the wife of the veteran railroad builder.
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